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December 1, 2014
Administrator Gina McCarthy
U.S. EPA Headquarters
William Jefferson Clinton Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Mail Code: 1101A
Washington, DC 20460
RE: EPA’s Clean Power Plan Proposed Rule; Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602
Dear Administrator McCarthy,
On behalf of our approximately 1,500 supporters, please accept the following comments from
Jones River Watershed Association regarding U.S. EPA’s Clean Power Plan Proposed Rule
(Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602). We commend EPA for working to set state-specific
enforceable emission guidelines for electric generating facilities; however we are emphatically
against the proposal to support nuclear power as part of this plan.
We believe EPA should remove nuclear reactors from the “best system of emission reduction”
(BSER), fully assess and appreciate the environmental impacts of the nuclear power life-cycle
and the serious risks posed to nuclear plants by climate changes impacts, and further promote
renewables and, especially, efficiency efforts as a way to reduce carbon emissions.
NUCLEAR SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED IN BSER
EPA’s Clean Power Plan (“the Plan”) includes nuclear through the application of the BSER, which
incentivizes the preservation and expansion of nuclear power production. The Plan assumes
five new nuclear reactors will be completed and brought online (in Georgia, South Carolina, and
Tennessee) and incorrectly estimates the cost of doing so as $0.00. The Plan also encourages
states to preserve reactors at-risk of being closed. We believe EPA should remove nuclear
reactors from the BSER and not promote the completion of the five reactors mentioned above.
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ALL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
We believe EPA should fully assess and appreciate the environmental impacts of the nuclear
life-cycle. Currently, the proposed Plan does not fully consider all environmental impacts of
nuclear power.
Nuclear reactors use uranium as fuel. In the U.S., in-situ leaching is the most common way to
mine uranium – especially in the western part of the country. Uranium ore that is naturally
found in the ground is dissolved using chemicals and pumped up to the surface, where it is
processed using more chemicals. This process contaminates water, air and soil and has caused
significant health problems for mine-workers and surrounding communities. Pollution from
uranium mining has had serious health impacts on Native American nations in the U.S.,
especially the Navajo nation.1 Just this past April, the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOJ announced a
record-breaking $5 billion settlement related to the significant environmental damage and toxic
pollution caused by the Kerr-McGee company at multiple sites across the country, including
uranium mines in the Navajo Nation. The company exposed people to radioactive waste and
contaminated soil and water, and tried to leave it all for the local communities and government
to clean up.2
Unlike renewable forms of energy, nuclear plants require huge quantities of water for cooling
and generating power. This is especially true for older generation nuclear plants that still rely
on antiquated once-through cooling systems, which withdraw millions of gallons of water from
natural sources daily. For example, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth, MA (Pilgrim)
uses up to 510 million gallons every day from Cape Cod Bay. While some plants recycle water in
a closed-loop system, those, like Pilgrim, that use once-through systems seriously impact the
environment through water consumption, wastewater discharge, thermal pollution of source
waters, and direct negative impacts on aquatic organisms of all life stages. Further, in the case
of Pilgrim, its NPDES permit has long been expired, and previously adhered to conditions are
not being followed by the subsequent owner/operator.
EPA’s Clean Power Plan also does not fully consider the mounting problem of nuclear waste
generation and safekeeping. Nuclear operations generate enormous quantities of highly
radioactive nuclear waste as a byproduct, and there is currently no accepted national plan for
safe storage of this toxic substance. Nuclear waste is expected to be highly radioactive for

1

Klauke E. 2013. Impacts of Resource Development on Native American Lands: Human Health Impacts on the Navajo Nation
from Uranium Mining. Integrating Research and Education.[PDF]
2
U.S. EPA. Case summary: settlement agreement in Anadarko fraud case results in billions for environmental cleanups across
the country. <http://www2.epa.gov/enforcement/case-summary-settlement-agreement-anadarko-fraud-case-resultsbillions-environmental>
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hundreds of thousands of years according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,3 however we
currently do not know how to safely store it for even a few hundred years.
NUCLEAR NOT EMISSIONS FREE
Nuclear energy is not emissions-free. Unlike coal and oil-burning plants, nuclear fission does not
produce carbon emissions; however, there are substantial emissions associated with the lifecycle of nuclear power. For example, there are emissions associated with uranium
mining/processing, construction of plants and decommissioning processes, and general daily
plant operations. One study estimates that, while nuclear CO2 emission levels are well below
that of coal and natural gas, it emits twice as much CO2 as solar and wind.4 However, none of
these issues address the recurring catastrophes of nuclear reactor accidents and the cost of
clean-up in terms of emissions and other pollution generation.
While we are already locked into the costs of decommissioning and waste fuel management at
nuclear plants across the country, closing these facilities sooner rather than later will also spare
the atmosphere added GHG emissions from new uranium fuel production and added waste.
EPA’S PLAN SHOULD BE FLEXIBLE
As mentioned above, EPA should consider broader environmental harms caused by the nuclear
industry. While we know that the life cycle of nuclear is environmentally destructive today, this
fact was not always known. In the late 1950s, the peaceful use of atomic power became a
symbol of progress – a solution to impending shortages of fossil fuels, an icon of scientific
achievement, and a way to promote cooperation among nations. It wasn’t until almost two
decades later that the safety and environmental problems associated with nuclear reactors
gained increasing attention. EPA should have a way to reassess electric generators down the
line if new information is discovered regarding what we today consider clean energy sources.
That way, generators are not locked in as a beneficial part of EPA’s Clean Power Plan forever.
We suggest EPA periodically reassess generators for its Clean Power Plan.
IMPACTS FROM CLIMATE CHANGE
EPA’s emission guidelines are intended to address greenhouse gas emissions, which contribute
to climate change. EPA is considering energy production impacts to climate change (i.e., CO2

3

U.S. NRC. 2012. High-level waste. <http://www.nrc.gov/waste/high-level-waste.html>
Sovacool, B. 2008. Valuing the greenhouse gas emissions from nuclear power: a critical survey. Energy Policy (36): 2950–2963.
<https://www.nirs.org/climate/background/sovacool_nuclear_ghg.pdf>
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emissions), but it’s important for EPA to also recognize the serious impacts on some
technologies from climate change patterns that are now inevitable.
In July 2013, the U.S. Department of Energy published a report outlining vulnerabilities to these
climate trends at energy facilities, including nuclear power stations.5 The report specifically
cites climate change patterns such as increasing air and water temperatures, increasing
intensity of storm events, sea level rise, and storm surges as having potential negative
implications for thermoelectric forms of power generation (including nuclear facilities).
Implications for coastally-based nuclear facilities include 1) reduction in plant efficiencies and
generation capacity due to increasing air and water temperatures, 2) increased risk of
exceeding thermal discharge limits due to increasing water temperatures, and 3) increased risk
of physical damage and disruption due to increasing intensity of storm events, sea level rise,
and storm surge.
In the case of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth, MA, the effect of climate change
patterns (e.g., rising sea levels, warming sea water and air temperatures, increasing intensity of
storms and related storm surges) are increasing risks to safety and environmental health. These
patterns threaten the facility’s cooling system that is essential to normal (and safe) operations
are likely to cause flooding events that will have site-wide impacts. They also pose significant
risk to the stability of dry cask nuclear waste storage facility being constructed only about 150
feet from the shore of Cape Cod Bay (please see attachment: 2014 map of the Pilgrim site).
When developing a Clean Power Plan, EPA should consider the impacts that climate change
patterns will have on all generators – in other words, consider the risk of causing environmental
harm due to climate change patterns in the Plan.
CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY INSTEAD OF NUCLEAR
In order to reduce carbon emissions and the demand for power, we need EPA to support truly
safe, clean, and low-emission means of energy production, such as solar, wind, and geothermal
as well as conservation and efficiency efforts as a way to reduce carbon emissions. Nuclear
power is not part of the solution, and would not have to be replaced with fossil fuel generators.
Renewables and conservation/efficiency efforts could certainly replace nuclear power
production.
For example, in recent years, solar energy has grown by leaps and bounds in Massachusetts.
Last year, the industry employed nearly 6,500 residents, which is an increase of 42% from
2012.6 The technical potential exists in Mass. to produce twice as much solar power in

5

U.S. Dpt. of Energy. 2013. U.S. Energy Sector Vulnerabilities to Climate Change and Extreme Weather. 84 pp.
6

2013 State Solar Jobs Map, The Solar Foundation, http://thesolarfoundation.org/solarstates.
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the state as we consume each year. There are more than 700,000 commercial and residential
rooftops just in Mass. alone that could host solar panels.7 While Mass. has been a nationwide
leader in renewable energy promotion and conservation/efficiency efforts (from 2011-2013,
Massachusetts was ranked #1 in the nation for energy efficiency by the American Council for an
Energy Efficient Economy’s (ACEEE’s) State Energy Efficiency Scorecard8), other states could
certainly follow suit.
Again, we commend EPA for developing the Clean Power Plan and beginning to lead our
country in the right direction to reduce carbon emissions and increasing efforts to curb climate
change. However, nuclear power has tremendous uncalculated costs and poses enormous
health consequences to the environment and nearby populations as witnessed in Fukushima
and other nuclear disasters. Such a disaster could happen here. We strongly urge EPA to take
nuclear power out of the Plan, and instead increase the role of renewables and
conservation/efficiency efforts that will get us to the truly clean energy future we all need.
Thank you for considering our comments.
Sincerely,

Pine duBois

Executive Director
Jones River Watershed Association
pine@jonesriver.org

Karen Vale
Jones River Watershed Association
Cape Cod Bay Watch Program Manager
karen@capecodbaywatch.org

Attachment: 2014 Map of the Pilgrim Site

7

Star Power: The Growing Role of Solar Energy in Massachusetts, Environment Massachusetts Research and Policy Center,
November 2014, http://environmentmassachusetts.org/reports/mae/star-power-growing-role-solar-energy-massachusetts
8
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/doer/energy-efficiency/ma-advisory-council-2012-report.pdf
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